Presentation
SUBALO is a small human powered
friendly and funny aquatic vehicle, for
beach, water sports and snorkelling.
By using SUBALO, you can go faster
than swimming, with equivalent
effort.
No need for lessons. You can
immediately sit down on it, put your
feet on the pedals and start pedalling.
You can then very simply use your
hands to steer or the inclination of
your body.
SUBALO allows you to perform “aquatic strolls”, to cruise alongside a coral reef, a coast, and admire the
flora and fauna of the aquatic world. All this without any risk, as SUBALO brings you about 25 kg of
floatability, allowing your chest to be out of the water.
The practice of SUBALO results in a natural “aqua-gym”, with a massage and relaxing effect of the water on
your body, as well as fitness. It brings you wellness, contact with nature and a soft and pleasant approach
of the aquatic world: sea, lake, river.
The propeller is located in a nozzle therefore there is very low risk for swimmers in the surroundings. Kids
can easily enjoy SUBALO from 6 years old, if they know to swim and under constant adult supervision.
Features
Length from 1,65 to 1,89 meters, easily adjustable by hand with a pin at 4 positions.
Height: 0, 66 m
Width: 0, 56 m
Weight: 14 kg
SUBALO is delivered, in 2 parts which fit in each other, in a carton box of L = 1,13 W = 0,54 H = 0,64 m.
Total weight packed is 14,5 kg. It comes with “How to use” and maintenance and repair instructions.
To mount it: just fit the seat float in the rear part.
Maintenance is limited: Rinse it with fresh water regularly during intensive use periods. After each season,
you should completely rinse it, and inject marine grease in the mechanical box once a year.
A part-list is available on demand.
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